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Welcome to WorldDAB Automotive 2019

Dear colleagues,

Welcome to WorldDAB’s annual automotive event – this year in the iconic Lingotto Congress Centre in beautiful Turin.

In the last 12 months, digital radio in cars has made significant progress, to the extent that over one third of new cars sold in Europe are now fitted with DAB, whilst in Australia, the figure is even higher at 69%.

In Europe, these figures are about to be boosted significantly following the adoption of the European Electronic Communications Code in December 2018. This Directive requires, within two years, all new car radios sold in the EU to be capable of receiving digital terrestrial radio. This is a massive endorsement of digital radio in the car.

Having completed much of the groundwork to secure DAB in cars, WorldDAB is now setting clear goals to improve motorists’ in-car digital radio experience.

We – WorldDAB and its Automotive Working Group – are focused on three key areas.

First, we are providing guidance on how to improve the user interface of DAB radios – ensuring that drivers can easily and intuitively find the stations they are looking for.

Second, we are facilitating collaborative work to ensure that automotive DAB+ receiver performance is optimised – in particular, ensuring that car radios and adaptors have antennas which deliver a consistent, high-quality listening experience.

Our third area of focus is hybrid radio – combining radio via broadcast and IP networks to provide listeners with the best possible audio experience. WorldDAB is committed to building a fully digital future for radio – with DAB at the heart of a multi-platform strategy.

All these topics will be covered during our day together – aided by the strong support from the Italian DAB industry which continues to work closely with the automotive industry.

My thanks to all our speakers and our Italian hosts. I hope you all enjoy the day.

Best wishes

Patrick Hannon,
President, WorldDAB
Delivering A Global Hybrid Radio Solution To The Connected Car
Programme at a glance
Thursday 21 June 2019

Conference producer: Rosemary Smith, Manager (Automotive), WorldDAB

08:30 - 09:00  REGISTRATION

09:00 - 10:00  SESSION 1: European momentum for digital radio

Perspectives from WorldDAB, EBU, France, United Kingdom and Audi

10:00 - 10:30  COFFEE

10:30 - 11:30  SESSION 2: Italy – collaboration between automotive and broadcast radio

FCA, AGCOM, RAI, Italian Advertising Federation, GfK Italy

11:30 - 12:40  SESSION 3: Digital radio user experience, performance and service following

DAB UX update and logos on the screen
Views from the Italian manufacturers
Why service following?
Traffic and travel Italian update
Panel discussion – aftermarket devices

12:40 - 13:30  LUNCH – sponsored by DAB Italia, EuroDAB Italia and Rai

13:30 - 14:30  SESSION 4: Digital radio – smart, hybrid, connected, voice controlled

Keynote: Radio’s place in the car
Connected cars – a market analyst’s perspective
Digital radio and voice controls – threat or opportunity?
5G and its impact on DAB in the car
The hybrid panel

14:30 - 15:30  SESSION 5: Digital radio in the car around Europe

DAB European auto initiatives updates

15:30 - 16:30  NETWORKING DRINKS – sponsored by in2digi
La magia della DigitalRadio DAB+ è già nella tua auto: dal 2020 in Italia in tutte le auto nuove!
An update from the WorldDAB Automotive Working Group

Digital radio in the car has come a long way since the last WorldDAB Automotive Event in Munich, with a number of exciting developments taking place both internally – within WorldDAB and the WorldDAB Automotive Working Group – as well externally, on a pan-European level. As digital radio becomes increasingly popular both in and out of the car, we continue to push the limits of digital radio in the connected, autonomous vehicle, ensuring the DAB experience is as good as possible.

Within the WorldDAB Automotive Group we have continued our schedule of meetings with the leading OEMs and have listened to what they've said about developing digital radio in the car. In February, we launched a new version of the Digital Radio User Experience Guidelines which included feedback we'd received from OEMs. The new guidelines also provide clearer direction towards hybrid radio as providing the best UX, and the launch of new Audi models with hybrid radio have provided a great demonstration of this.

The research done within the task force on Receiver Performance has been shared with OEMs in our meetings, and has instigated useful collaborative work with broadcasters on improving performance. These discussions on performance have led to calls from OEMs for DAB test routes to be made available through WorldDAB, and this has been done. The test routes are in different European markets to help any company producing vehicles, antennas and equipment to test their products and services on a route which shows different conditions for DAB.

OEMs also asked for a managed system to alert the industry to DAB network issues. RadioDNS and WorldDAB are now planning a project that could deliver this and we aim to consult with members in the coming weeks.

The WorldDAB Aftermarket Group started their work on what a device in the aftermarket should contain, and further work in this area is ongoing. The group is focusing on bringing together examples of what each market is doing in terms of the aftermarket; devices, specifications and installer/self-install schemes and marketing of these schemes.

The WorldDAB UX Group has initiated work on the future use cases for radio in connected autonomous cars. OEMs have been clear that they are focusing on development in this area, and the UX Group is collecting and collating future use-cases from broadcasters and OEMs. Thinking beyond what is possible now and focusing on the opportunities for radio in cars with IP connectivity, artificial intelligence, voice, larger screens, and – further into the future – autonomous driving, is the aim. We will then identify where collaboration is required between broadcasters and OEMs to deliver each use case and take action.

There is no doubt that the introduction of the European Electronic Communication Code (EECC) mandating DAB digital radio in all new cars in Europe is a hugely important step that will help safeguard digital radio's future in the connected car. WorldDAB has played an important role in helping our OEM partners understand the regulation to ensure they comply, and to help foster a fruitful and successful collaboration between broadcasters and OEMs. My thanks to all of those who have helped and contributed to the work of the Group and its Task Forces.
Radio is going digital in cars across Europe and European governments need to be clear in their plans to support the automotive industry. As the largest group of public broadcasters in the world, the European Broadcasting Union is working towards closer collaboration between broadcasters and the automotive sector across Europe. This session will provide a high-level perspective from around Europe on how broadcasters and auto manufacturers are working together to protect radio’s future in the car.

**Session moderator:** Eugenio La Teana, Head of Research and Development, EuroDAB Italia

**Opening and welcome**
Sergio Natucci, Director, DAB Italia and Eugenio LaTeana, Head of Research and Development, EuroDAB Italia

**European developments including the European Electronic Communications Code**
Patrick Hannon, President, WorldDAB

**European Broadcasting Union**
Antonio Arcidiacono, Head of Technical Department, European Broadcasting Union

**France**
Olivier Humbaire, President, SECIMAVI

**United Kingdom**
Ian O’Neill, Head of Radio, Head of Television, Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)

**Audi Germany**
Martin Koch, Head of Infotainment and Multimedia, Audi

10:30 – 10:30  **Coffee**
10:30 – 11:30
Session 2
Italy – collaboration between automotive and broadcast radio

Conference host: Andrea Borgnino, RAI, Italy

Italy is a key automotive market in Europe with higher than average in-car radio listening. Italy has been clear in its plans to go digital, and continues to have the support from the whole radio ecosystem. This session explores the work of the Italian regulator, broadcasters and network operators to make digital radio a success in Italy.

This session will be in Italian and interpretation into English will be provided – remember to collect your headset during the coffee break.

Session moderator: Sergio Natucci, Director, DAB Italia, Italy

Keynote: The car manufacturer
Claudio Nervi, Product Planning and Institutional Relations, Feature Portfolio Planning, FCA Italy

The regulator
Massimiliano Carlomagno, Technical Staff Consultant, AGCOM

The public broadcaster
Roberto Sergio, Director of Radio, RAI

The radio advertiser
Fausto Amorese, President, Advertising Federation of Italy

The market researcher
Manuela Motta, Radio Audience Measurement and Media Research, GFK Italy

Q&A
Drivers want radio to be a seamless experience offering good performance, more content, relevant information and as little distraction as possible to remain safe. Car manufacturers want a radio performance that exceeds FM and shows information on the screens for the driver. This session will look at how broadcasters and car manufacturers are working together to achieve these goals.

**Session moderator:** Ron Schiffelers, Senior Director Programme Management, NXP Semiconductors, The Netherlands

**User experience from a broadcasters perspective and logos on the screen**
Laurence Harrison, Market Development Director, Digital Radio UK and Chairman, WorldDAB Automotive Working Group

**Italian car manufacturer representatives**
Italy will be the first car market outside Norway to go digital in line with Italian digital radio legislation which comes into force from 1 January 2020. Hear from some of the key players what this will mean.

**Service following: hard, soft and implicit linking – making the best driver experience**
Håvard Wien, NRK, Norway, Laurence Harrison, Digital Radio UK, Roberto Moro, SRG SSR, Switzerland interviewed by Nick Piggott, RadioDNS (with audience questions)
11:30 – 12:40
Session 3
Digital radio user experience, performance and service following

The importance of traffic and travel information via DAB
Hanns Wolter, Technical Director, DAB Italia, Italy, Eugenio LaTeana, Head of Research and Development, EuroDAB Italia, Italy

Aftermarket devices: UX, performance and installation
Manufacturers of aftermarket devices discuss solutions for now and in the future

Moderator: Ford Ennals, Chief Executive, Digital Radio UK
Jørn Jensen, Chief Advisor and NRK, Chairman of WorldDAB Aftermarket Devices Working Group, Norway
George Tennet, Director, Global Sales and Marketing, Pure, United Kingdom
Alf Morten Engvik, Product Manager, AutoHifi AS, Norway
Stan Baaijens, CEO, Funke, The Netherlands

12:40 – 13:30   Lunch

Sponsored by

Stan Baaijens
Funke
Alf Morten Engvik
AutoHifi AS
George Tennet
Pure
Jørn Jensen
NRK, Chairman of WorldDAB Aftermarket Devices Working Group, Norway
Antennentechnik Bad Blankenburg GmbH is a high-tech company that designs intelligent multifunctional antennas for the automotive industry, critical communications services, radio and smart meter applications for the energy sector and the device industry.

ATBB strives for a strong and rapid technological growth. ATBB also develops the right solution for the customer requirements of the telecommunications industry. With our antennas, we are already able to enable optimal 5G networking for DAB+, LTE, TETRA, UMTS, GNSS, GSM and every conceivable application of Industry 4.0.

Our slogan "Antenna Technology Builds Business" explains perfectly how important is our mediation role for the transmission of communication. For this reason, ATBB is the expert company with customized antennas for all customer needs.

atbb.eu

Antennentechnik Bad Blankenburg GmbH
In der Buttergrube 3-7 · 99428 Weimar - Legefeld
Tel. +49 3643 4771 100 · Fax. +49 3643 4774 190
info@atbb.eu
Easy and Flexible DAB Testing with

BRING DAB TPEG ON AIR!

DAB TPEG TEST KIT

Test Multiplexer with TPEG Inserter and DAB/DAB+ Encoders

- Prepared for use with BMT TPEG Encoders
- Can be upgraded to an EasyDAB

TEST ALL DAB FEATURES IN ONE BOX WITH LIVE RF OUTPUT!

- DAB/DAB+ audio with DL/QL+, DMB audio & video, TPEG, EPG, BWS, Journaline,
- Service Following & Linking (including ASF), Announcement Support & Switching …
- And also: ETI player & recorder, multiple multiplexer with multiple RF Outputs

SAVE COMPLETE LIVE DAB ENSEMBLES INTO ETI OR IQ FILES!

- And also: Audio decoding (DAB, DAB+, DMB), ETI Metrics, RF Metrics in Band III with display of MER, CIR, spectrum, PAPR (Crest Factor) and constellations, optional: SFN Monitoring (CIR & TII with GPS temporal position)

Common Features:

- SNMP (MIB V2), Web Server, NTP Server (optional) with GPS HW module

www.digidia.fr  T + 33 299 146 332
13:30 – 14:30

Session 4
Digital radio – smart, hybrid, connected, voice controlled

Broadcasters want to secure radio’s future in the car, raising many questions – where is connected listening happening? Is hybrid a threat? What does voice control mean for the driver, and how will 5G impact broadcast digital radio? This session explores what the future of broadcasting in the car might look like.

Session moderator: Roger Lanctot, Associate Director, Global Automotive Practice, Strategy Analytics, USA

Keynote: Connected cars, who is connecting and for what?
Roger Lanctot, Associate Director, Global Automotive Practice, Strategy Analytics, USA

Digital radio and voice controls: opportunity or threat?
Joan Warner, Chief Executive Officer, Commercial Radio Australia

5G and its impact on DAB in the car
The BBC trial with Lindsey Mack, BBC in fireside chat with Ben Poor, European Broadcasting Union
13:30 – 14:30
Session 4
Digital radio – smart, hybrid, connected, voice controlled

The hybrid panel
Moderator: Jacqueline Bierhorst, Digital Radio NL, The Netherlands
Joseph D’Angelo, Senior Vice President, Broadcast Radio, Xperi, USA
Xavier Filliol, Chief Operating Officer, Radioline, France
Michael Hill, Managing Director, Radioplayer Worldwide
Cas Adriani, Chief Technology Officer, Pluxbox, The Netherlands
Nick Piggott, Project Director, RadioDNS
The OBSERVA monitoring range is the market leader for the monitoring and analysis of DAB+ networks. Contemporary and practical interfaces navigate a user through customisable software applications, providing assurance throughout the broadcast chain. Utilising SNMP, real-time data and instant alerts, the OBSERVA range delivers cost-efficient tools for network validation, supervision and multiplex management of EDI, ETI and RF.

Get in touch to organise a Demo or Trial at sales@factumradioscape.com

ENMUXA is the most versatile broadcasting software for digital radio distribution on the market. With the widest range of audio inputs, the software led approach allows complete flexibility in installation including premise-based deployment, virtualisation on server and the cloud.

For more information visit factumradioscape.com or call +44(0)2074067990
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... DAB USB as well
14:30 – 15:30
Session 5
Digital radio in the car – around Europe

Digital radio is at a different stage of development in each market in Europe. The car industry, however, requires one solution and one point of contact, as opposed to multiple broadcasters. Countries rolling out DAB+ have formed a national body to co-ordinate messaging to car manufacturers and consumers. This session gives an update from each country on initiatives to market digital radio to the driver, signal coverage, and collaboration with the automotive industry.

Session moderator: Joan Warner, Commercial Radio Australia

Germany – Dennis Grams, Digital Communication and Marketing, ARD
France – Jean-Marc Dubreuil, WorldDAB France
Italy – Fabrizio Savorani, Senior Business and Marketing Advisor, DigitalRadio Italia
United Kingdom – Ford Ennals, CEO, Digital Radio UK
The Netherlands – Jacqueline Bierhorst, Project Director, Digital Radio NL
Belgium – Jacqueline Bierhorst, Project Director, Digital Radio NL
14:30 – 15:30
Session 5
Digital radio in the car – around Europe

Norway – Jørn Jensen, Chief Advisor, NRK
Switzerland – René Wehrlin, Project Manager, Digitisation and Convergence, OFCOM Switzerland

Closing remarks: Patrick Hannon, President, WorldDAB

15:30 – 16:00   Networking Drinks
Sponsored by

Designing a new radio?

ST offers a wide product portfolio and a comprehensive set of solutions for all your radio receiver applications. Whether you are developing a simple FM car radio or a sophisticated infotainment platform, our experience, deep application knowledge and automotive quality manufacturing enable us to deliver the optimized solution you need.

An example? With its new MSR radio processor family, ST brings to the market the most flexible, scalable and versatile platform for automotive receiver design. Featuring multiple RF channels and support of all worldwide terrestrial broadcast standards, in combination with sophisticated signal demodulation and processing algorithms, it will enable you to tackle the ever increasing and varied requests from today’s OEM radio ecosystem.

Check out our MSR live demo in the Exhibition Area.
Solutions for DAB Testing and Head-end installations

RF Recording and Signal Generation
- High-performance RF receivers
- Recording and data analysis
- Replay of RF signals
- Multi-channel signal generation
- Powerful impairments

Encoding and Multiplexer Systems
- Integrated audio encoding and data service management
- Reliable and efficient operation of DAB head-ends
- Suited for virtualization in IT data centers
- Developer Edition for receiver testing

Visit us at the exhibition area!
Conference partner, translation sponsor and lunch sponsor

**DAB Italia** is a consortium of enterprises which is authorised to operate as a national network provider broadcasting 18 programmes, 10 of which are DAB+ only. DAB Italia is a founding member of WorldDAB and digitalradio.it and has played an active role in the development of the Eureka 147 family of standards.

[www.dab.it](http://www.dab.it)

Operating in Italy since 2011, **EuroDAB Italia** is a national digital radio network operator, authorised by the Ministry to broadcast of DAB+ digital radio. EuroDAB is a member of WorldDAB, supports RadioDNS and is a founding member of digitalradio.it.

[www.eurodabitalia.it](http://www.eurodabitalia.it)

**RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana** is the national public broadcasting company of Italy. RAI broadcasts 13 TV channels and 12 radio channels – 6 DAB+ only – on all platforms, with a wide range of free programmes and news. RAI’s international presence is one of the most widespread in Europe, with a total of 12 offices around the world. RAI is the TV audience leader in Italy and one of the leading groups in the radio industry.

[www.rai.it](http://www.rai.it)

Event sponsors

**Calearo** has been developing and manufacturing products for connectivity, setting the pace of technological development in various market segments, mainly automotive and satellite telecommunications. Originally focused on research and innovation, Calearo quickly evolved its product portfolio to include complex multifunction antennas to meet new connectivity requirements.

[www.calearo.com](http://www.calearo.com)

**Xperi** and its brands, DTS and All In Media, are dedicated to creating innovative technology solutions for broadcasters and their listeners. DTS and All In Media are focused on delivering leading radio experiences in the vehicle, on mobile devices, and on connected devices for the home.

[www.xperi.com](http://www.xperi.com)
Lanyard sponsor

Bmt is the competence center for the realisation of projects within the scope of digital broadcasting. For years bmt has been active in the specification and implementation of TPEG (Transport Protocol Expert Group) services. This includes both consulting services and products like TPEG ON AIR, TPEG Analyser, TPEG Editor and TPEG Library.

www.WEcanTPEG.com

Networking drinks sponsor

in2digi Ltd, a UK company formed in 2010, provides aftermarket DAB/DAB+ solutions within the premier automotive sector targeted primarily toward Mercedes Benz and Jaguar Land Rover vehicles. The delivered product portfolio provides an end-to-end digital domain design experience with full infotainment system integration and DAB service following.

www.in2digi.com

Media Partner

ConnectOnAir is an online platform dedicated to radio and digital audio. It is a database of all radio and digital audio professionals, European and worldwide radio stations and all actors within the industry.

www.connectonair.com
With its German innovative design and high-quality production of multifunctional antennas for the automotive industry, ATBB provides critical communications services, radios and smart meter applications for the energy sector and 4.0 industry. ATBB is certified according to automotive requirements and standards and is famous for its top quality DAB antennas and splitters.
www.atbb.eu

Bmt is the competence center for the realisation of projects within the scope of digital broadcasting. For years bmt has been active in the specification and implementation of TPEG (Transport Protocol Expert Group) services. This includes both consulting services and products like TPEG ON AIR, TPEG Analyser, TPEG Editor and TPEG Library.
www.WEcanTPEG.com

For more than 60 years Calearo has been developing and manufacturing products for connectivity setting the pace of technological development in various market segments, mainly automotive and satellite telecommunications. Born and immediately focused on research and innovation, Calearo quickly evolved its product portfolio to include complex multifunction antennas to meet new connectivity requirements.
www.calearo.com

DAB Italia is a consortium of enterprises which is authorised to operate as a national network provider broadcasting 18 programmes, 10 of which are DAB+ only. DAB Italia is a founding member of WorldDAB and digitalradio.it and has played an active role in the development of the Eureka 147 family of standards.
www.dab.it

DIGIDIA provides end-to-end DAB & DAB+ solutions for broadcast and test applications. The product range includes multiplexers, content servers, IP gateways for EDI and ETI, monitoring equipment for EDI and ETI, professional RF receivers and road tunnel transmission and break-in products. Products are provided for IPC or virtual platforms.
http://www.digidia.fr

Operating in Italy since 2011, EuroDAB Italia is a national digital radio network operator, authorised by the Ministry to broadcast of DAB+ digital radio. EuroDAB is a member of WorldDAB, supports RadioDNS and is a founding member of digitalradio.it.
www.eurodabitalia.it
Export Marketing Associates (Italy) S.r.l. has been present in audio consumer electronics market for over 40 years, having been established in 1978. Its primary focus is on Gifts & Premium. Today, thanks to its exclusive licensing contracts with Sèleco Audio and Miami Swing by Renzo Arbore, the company aims to become a leader in the DAB market, offering a wide range of DAB+ and FM products.

www.emaelectronics.it

Factum Radioscape is featuring the OBSERVA Field Monitor at WorldDAB Automotive 2019. The OBSERVA Field Monitor, the world’s most comprehensive DAB+ monitoring tool, is utilised in over 15 countries by broadcasters, transmission networks and the automotive industry. Factum Radioscape’s market-leading DAB+ broadcast system, ENMUXA, will also be demonstrated.

www.factumradioscape.com

With its products, IZT ensures that broadcasting is a part of our daily life. The product range includes signal generators, receivers, broadcast systems and channel simulators. Applications are multiplexing and monitoring systems for DAB head-ends and powerful setups for the analysis of broadcast signals and for the development of radio receivers.

www.izt-labs.de

Pluxbox is all about innovation and radio, aiming to find new ways to broadcast messages in the most efficient way. Thanks to years of experience in the radio industry, Pluxbox can guarantee stability and excellent service.

www.pluxbox.com

ONEtastic is a young company born from a union of professionals with extensive experience in telecommunications, bringing added value to customers. The technical know-how, in-depth knowledge of the market and operators’ requirements allow ONEtastic to provide highly innovative and up-to-date solutions.

www.onetastic.com

As the world’s leading digital radio brand, Pure wants to redefine radio for the modern day. Based at state-of-the art engineering facilities just outside London, Pure aims to bridge the worlds of music and radio through a combination of beautifully crafted design, stunning audio quality and seamless connectivity.

www.pure.com
Mediamobile, a subsidiary of the Be-mobile group, is trusted by over 30 car brands for automotive services. Now introducing Radiobridge© – an innovative hybrid radio solution that allows drivers to enjoy metadata content, extended coverage and new listening modes like Pause & Replay for both broadcast and internet radio.
www.mediamobile.com

RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana is the national public broadcasting company of Italy. RAI broadcasts 13 TV channels and 12 radio channels – 6 DAB+ only – on all platforms, with a wide range of free programmes and news. RAI’s international presence is one of the most widespread in Europe, with a total of 12 offices around the world. RAI is the TV audience leader in Italy and one of the leading groups in the radio industry.
www.rai.it

Sony Corporation is a leading manufacturer of audio, video, imaging, game, communications, key device and information technology products for the consumer and professional markets. With its music, pictures, interactive entertainment and online businesses, Sony is uniquely positioned to be the leading electronics and entertainment company in the world.
www.sony.net

Offering one of the industry’s broadest product portfolios, STMicroelectronics is a world leader in providing the semiconductor solutions that make a positive contribution to people’s lives, today and into the future. By getting more from technology to get more from life, ST stands for life.augmented.
www.st.com

TT Micro is a Norwegian company that was founded in 2001 and is today one of Scandinavia’s leading suppliers of mobile accessories and DAB. We started early with the development of DAB radios and adapters, and our brands Pinell and Tiny Audio are now leading brands in the Norwegian market.
www.tinyaudio.eu

Xperi and its brands, DTS and All In Media, are dedicated to creating innovative technology solutions for broadcasters and their listeners. DTS and All In Media are focused on delivering leading radio experiences in the vehicle, on mobile devices, and on connected devices for the home.
www.xperi.com
Open Standards for Hybrid Radio

**Hybrid radio** is the combination of broadcast radio and IP into one seamless experience. Our **open standards** are perfectly aligned with DAB/DAB+. **RadioDNS Hybrid Radio™** is the evolution of radio for the connected car.

[radiodns.org] / [@RadioDNS](https://twitter.com/RadioDNS)
WorldDAB General Assembly 2019

5-6 November 2019
Brussels, Belgium

Conference venue: Square – Brussels Convention Centre
Gala dinner venue: Brussels Comic Book Museum

Register at www.worlddab.org